GIN

LET THE BEET DROP $16
YOGURT GIN, RED BEET, HONEY, EGG WHITE, LEMON

SHE WHISPERED VESPER $17
VODKA, VERMOUTH, ORANGE BITTERS

THE MARTINI $18
ORANGE, VERMOUTH, OLIVE OIL GIN

LOVABLE GRANNY SMITH $18
GRANNY SMITH APPLE, CANTALOUPE, ELDERFLOWER, LEMON, CAVA

THE G&T $19
SHISO LEAF, LIME PEEL, VIOLA, PINK PEPPERCORN

CORN MAIZ $22
CORN, COCONUT, SHERRY, SAFFRON, LIME

THE GOAT GOES . . . $22
SAKE, BLACK TEA, ORANGE, FENNEL, CINNAMON, GOAT MILK